Paradoxical role of CD16+CCR2+CCR5+ monocytes in tuberculosis: efficient APC in pleural effusion but also mark disease severity in blood.
The role of CD16(-) and CD16(+) Mo subsets in human TB remains unknown. Our aim was to characterize Mo subsets from TB patients and to assess whether the inflammatory milieu from TB pleurisy modulate their phenotype and recruitment. We found an expansion of peripheral CD16(+) Mo that correlated with disease severity and with TNF-α plasma levels. Circulating Mo from TB patients are activated, showing a higher CD14, CD16, and CD11b expression and Mtb binding than HS. Both subsets coexpressed CCR2/CCR5, showing a potential ability to migrate to the inflammatory site. In tuberculous PF, the CD16(+) subset was the main Mo/MΦ population, accumulation that can be favored by the induction of CD16 expression in CD16(-) Mo triggered by soluble factors found in this inflammatory milieu. CD16(+) Mo in PF were characterized by a high density of receptors for Mtb recognition (DC-SIGN, MR, CD11b) and for lipid-antigens presentation (CD1b), allowing them to induce a successful, specific T cell proliferation response. Hence, in tuberculous PF, CD16(+) Mo constitute the main APC population; whereas in PB, their predominance is associated with the severity of pulmonary TB, suggesting a paradoxical role of the CD16(+) Mo subset that depends on the cellular localization.